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The Islamic State may be close to defeat, but the wound it opened in the social and political fabric of the Middle East will take a long time to heal. It is not just the shock of the group’s ultraviolent tactics that will linger long after it has lost all of its territory. Even more so, it will be remembered for dealing a severe blow—possibly a fatal one—to the idea of pluralism in the region. Coexistence will be hard to recover, whether between ethnicities, religions, or other identities. The group’s atrocities have had severe consequences that will take years, if not decades, to rectify. What trust existed between communities has been shredded. And while the Islamic State’s startling expansion was by no means the first challenge to coexistence, its extent, nature, and severity have far eclipsed previous episodes, such as the Lebanese Civil War. Long-standing minority fears have been given a concrete and brutal form in the shape of the attempted genocide against the Yazidis and the persecution of minorities. Further, the Islamic State’s rise on the heels of the Arab uprisings poses a baffling and uncomfortable question: how could protest movements that started by calling for dignity, freedom, and democracy have given way to the bleak vision of such extremists?

The Islamic State may be an emblem for the failure of pluralism in the Middle East and North Africa, but its rise occurred in the context of a much larger trend—one that is, at least in some respects, global. There is a broad and ongoing retreat from the universalism that once undergirded the progressive outlook, among politicians, thinkers, and the general population. This universalism had held that, at a basic level, the same institutions of democratic organization had relevance no matter the cultural context, that political analysis and strategy could exist without recourse to sect or ethnic identity, and that the same fundamental rights applied to and were valued by all peoples. Even regimes that brazenly abused some of these ideas, such as that in Syria, drew some of their legitimacy from a professed belief in a secular vision that would supposedly achieve these ideals in the long run.

Today, as the failures of the region’s twentieth-century political projects have been laid bare, this universalism is being replaced by identity-based movements throughout the region. The Islamic State is simply an especially vivid example. It is sometimes hard to distinguish cause from correlation, but it is certain that international changes in politics and theory have paralleled the shifts in the Middle East and North Africa, if not contributed to them. There is a global dimension to the impact of the rise of identity as a political driver. Take, for instance, the thousands of European
jihadists flocking to join the Islamic State. Meanwhile, discussions about the future of politics and political identity in the Middle East and North Africa are heavily influenced by the trends in academia in the West. In particular, the region has suffered as a result of a worldwide intellectual trend away from universalism and toward specificity and particularism—a shift referred to by scholars as the “cultural turn.” The academic cultural turn left the intellectual foundations of universalism and moved toward particularist models, which has problematized both the notions of universalist politics and of inquiry. In particular, the cultural turn has dislodged class analysis and materialism, considering them as inadequate or insufficient tools for the investigation of socio-politics. This movement in academia and philosophy was echoed in the wider social and political context and helped undermine universalism, while accelerating political fragmentation, feeding the rise of exclusive identity-based movements.

In this report, I argue that the precarious moment in the Middle East and North Africa is, simultaneously, the product of political failures within the region and of a global retreat of political models that could guide the process of transition to an alternative cross-sectarian polity. The political failures encompass multiple facets: from the elite accommodation of political oppression and stumbling leadership, to the defeat of grassroots and protest movements. Both right- and left-wing secular ideologies within the Middle East have, over the last half century, failed to deliver on their promises, which has left secular political parties significantly marginalized. The rise of Islamism in various guises has coincided with this decline, which accelerated since the late 1970s and early 1980s. Political ideas like liberalism and socialism are in crisis. We are at the moment when the shift against universalism and the movements and ideologies that it inspired during the twentieth century has created an impasse for the secular political imagination. The Islamic State rose in this context, and the Arab uprisings that began in 2011 have floundered in it. Drawing on parallels between the Middle East and the West, I argue that there are a number of political, cultural, and social developments that have occurred during the past few decades, accentuated in the post-Cold War period, that limit the potential for the emergence of equalitarian political alternatives to divisive and sectarian politics.

The region faces two choices: either a path of fragmentation and temporary cross-alliances between different groups, or the revival of collective identities in a pluralistic and democratic manner. Nobody expects the latter to happen immediately, but facilitating it requires the creation of larger groupings that are more defined by political outlook than narrow identities.

There is thus a fresh urgency to discussions about the role of religion in the politics of the Middle East and North Africa, the meaning of sectarianism, the nature and legitimacy of secularism, and a host of other categories such as citizenship, inclusion, and pluralism. Yet at this critical juncture it seems that these discussions are incapable of offering a clear path toward rebuilding the politics of the Middle East in a way that would inoculate it against internal strife and alleviate the threat of the divisive tendencies that now dominate it.

What follows is an attempt to better understand this problem, so that we can begin to untangle it.

The Cultural Turn and the Changing Nature of Sectarianism

Within strands of postcolonial theory, the cultural turn has taken the shape of the rejection of Western models of historical development under capitalism as incapable of explaining the complexity of subsequent developments in the “East.” While this debate took place largely in academic circles starting in the 1970s, it had wide impact on political philosophy. The East, the theory goes, requires its own categories capable of appreciating the role of religion, tradition, kin, and other factors that seemed to be missing from the materialist analysis in the West (in the Marxist tradition, for example).

Sociologist Vivek Chibber has written persuasively about this theoretical shift. “The call to rethink the basic structure of Western theory” in postcolonial studies, he writes, is based on the claim “that the structure of modernity in the East is
so ... that the categories developed out of the European experience cannot possibly be adequate for analyzing the East.”

“Subalternists,” as these theorists sometimes call themselves, arrived at the conclusions that Chibber describes in response to the apparent failure of the bourgeoisie in colonial and postcolonial settings to emulate its Western counterpart in overthrowing feudalism and building class hegemony, “an index” of the bourgeoisie’s failure “to live up to its own universalizing project.”

The implications of this failure, as diagnosed by the subalternists, are significant in influencing how politics in the Global South are viewed today. “Colonial capital’s refusal to take up its universalizing mission leaves untouched older forms for power,” writes Chibber in his critique of the subalternists, summarizing one of their key premises. As a result, it also leaves untouched “the political idiom linked to those power relations.” Thus, “the bourgeoisie does not integrate subaltern culture into its own modernizing discourse.” This dynamic, Chibbers continue, leads to a situation in which the language of “premodern politics” persists in modern times, including in the support of subaltern struggles. As a result, “politics will be waged in religious language and around religious issue,” Chibber writes. “The dominant axis will typically be community/ethnicity, not individual or class interests.”

I return below to the significance of these conclusions in shaping a dominant intellectual view of politics outside the West with particular relevance to the Middle Eastern context. Postcolonial theory became hugely influential during the past few decades within academic circles and, arguably, even beyond that. Many activists and political thinkers in the region relied on the central tenets of postcolonial thinking during the period that followed the Arab uprisings, often invoking the theory to justify all manner of divisive and narrow political activity. It would be an exaggeration to say that postcolonial theory is responsible for the adoption of the cultural framework among the public, but it certainly helped establish the cultural framework’s intellectual prominence. It’s important to note that this shift toward cultural explanations extends beyond postcolonial circles, within circles with very different intellectual and political inclinations. This varied resort to cultural determinants is crucial in understanding the impact of this intellectual trend.

The shift to the cultural prism wasn’t limited to postcolonialists, however. Take “The Clash of Civilizations?,” Samuel Huntington’s famous 1993 essay. “The great divisions among humankind and the dominating source of conflict will be cultural,” the American thinker wrote, claiming that economics and ideology would no longer be the main causes of rivalries. Huntington’s essay, which was expanded into a book in 1996, was particularly influential among policymakers. Central to his thesis was the notion of a conflict involving “the West versus the rest,” which I return to below in order to highlight the nature of the current departure from universalism.

The cultural turn has had a significant impact on placing culture at the center of inquiry. British writer Kenan Malik argues that the cultural turn has “transformed political conflicts” into unresolvable forms, because they are recast “as issues of culture or ethnicity or faith.” Malik wrote this in the context of multicultural politics in the West, but I argue that it is relevant in the context of the Middle East to explain the changing nature of “sectarianism.”

Chibber makes a similar connection, writing that the cultural turn has “encouraged a turn away from structural analysis,” and “an insistence upon the local and particular, as against the more universalizing claims of traditional class theory.” Class analysis, and its universal implications, has thus become almost irrelevant for many analysts, or is so affected by local cultural considerations that its relevance is profoundly deemphasized.

There is a historic precedent for this type of debate and theoretical adaptation that occurred in the years leading to the Lebanese Civil War (1975–90). As American University of Beirut (AUB) scholar Rima Majed has written, “pre-war debates around sectarianism were very much divided between those who viewed Lebanese society as being essentially vertically divided into sects and those who viewed...
it as being primarily a horizontally divided class society.” As a result, “class-sect” analyses of Lebanese society proliferated. In grappling with this somewhat tortured construction, some analysts came to the conclusion that, in Lebanon, sect had replaced class as the main social fault line.11

The Lebanese Left, understandably, led the way in advancing the class thesis, at least at the rhetorical level. As anthropologist Fadi Bardawil notes, “this earlier generation of militants grounded political practice in a thick Marxist theoretical language.”12 By 1979, four years after the start of the war and in the wake of atrocities by the different sides, this language had given way to a critique of the reliance on Marxist and Leninist models in Arab political thought, because, as Bardawil explains, it was felt that those models “overlooked the socio-political fabric of domination and power in our societies.” 13

The study of the specific relationship of the persistence of “pre-capitalist social relations” to class in the Lebanese context has waned in recent years, however. Majed argues that this is due to the rise of “postmodernist trends in knowledge production” and, even more so, a newfound willingness for theorists to assume “the nature of social conflict”—namely, that its causes have to do with culture more than economics. As a result, class dynamics are erased from analyses of sectarianism. 14

There are clear parallels here between global academic trends and the way “sectarianism” is studied and discussed in the Lebanese context, as Majed points out. The elevation of the role of cultural determinants since the cultural turn imbues sectarian and confessional identities with a new significance, one that is not derived from their relationship to the economic order.15 This is a stark difference from the 1970s, when the Lebanese Left either clumsily attempted to collapse the difference between class and confession, or proposed to do away entirely with the confessional arrangements.16

Lebanon as a Symbol for Broader Trends

In my view, the Lebanese Left’s failure in the civil war emanated from its inability to capitalize on class conflict to mobilize wide, cross-sectarian support to reform, or even overhaul the Lebanese political system. As sociologist Theodor Hanf puts it, on the eve of the war, “the social conflict of the 1960s and early 1970s was between strata, classes, and interest groups, not communities.”17

And yet the Left failed to seize on this opportunity and ended up as a participant in what quickly became a war fought along sectarian lines. The Left’s failure to appeal to the Christian working class was particularly significant, as evidenced by the fact that both communist parties drew their mass membership predominantly from the Shia community.18 This was exacerbated by the Left’s appeal to the idea of the “class-sect” and the willful conflation between class and confession, which one former member of the Organization for Communist Action decried: “A particularly sinister example of intellectual dishonesty is the ‘theory’ of the ‘community as class.’ Those who thought it out knew exactly what they were doing…. That way one ultimately reaches the conclusion that the end justifies the means. ‘Community as class’ provides a free ticket for one’s conscience to run amok in confessionalism.”19

In light of this, the Lebanese Left’s move away from class politics during and after the civil war appears baffling. Instead of the adherence to class politics leading to the disasters of the civil war, it was in fact the failure to galvanize support along class lines that derailed its potential. One of the legacies of this experience is that the Left in Lebanon has become more attentive to cultural categories, the confounding endurance of “sectarianism, familialism and regionalism” at the expense of class analysis and mobilisation.20

While Lebanon’s system has largely been seen by scholars as an oddity, it can actually be considered an antecedent of tendencies that we are seeing today in the West that were largely created by the shift toward culture and
In 2000, a report was released by the Commission on the Future of Multi-Ethnic Britain, set up by the Runnymede Trust, a British “race equality think tank.” The document, known as the “Parekh Report,” is seen “as defining the essence of multiculturalism,” according to Malik. The report describes Britain as “both a community of citizens and a community of communities, both a liberal and a multicultural society.” Further, it asserts that “equality must be defined in a culturally sensitive way.”

This idea of a “community of communities” alerted me to a surprising similarity between Lebanon and multicultural Britain when I first arrived in Britain in 2002. The notion of Lebanon as a “republic of sects” or a “democracy of sects” is often used to explain the Lebanese sociopolitical system and its peculiarity. The system assigns a legal and political status for the various communities through allocated parliamentary seats, civil service appointments, and key government positions, as well as informally through deferring to the opinion of religious authorities of the various sects in many aspects of public life.

In both Lebanon and Britain (and in other Western countries that have adopted multicultural policies), where group identities are recognized in legal and political terms as constituents, the very process of recognition is the key driver in reproducing the power and status of these group identities. As Malik argues, you begin to see yourself in terms of a fixed identity that is recognized by bureaucracy “not just because those identities provide you with access to power, influence and resources, but also because those identities have come to possess a social reality through receiving constant confirmation and affirmation.”

I don’t want to overemphasize the similarity between Lebanon and Britain. There are significant differences in how both countries are politically and socially organized, as well as significant historical differences in how they evolved. But there are also undeniable links in the underlying theory that has influenced trends in analysis of the two societies, and of others. As Malik notes, “The term ‘multicultural’ ... has come to embody ... both a description of a society and a prescription for managing it. Multiculturalism is both the
In a similar vein, one can talk of how Lebanon’s confessional system is both a problem and a solution.

While outright sectarian warfare has largely been avoided since the end of the war in Lebanon, “cultural identity-based divisions” appear to be on the rise, according to research conducted by AUB professor Nasser Yassin. Yassin conducted a focus group survey in 2009 of a hundred Beirutis and found that postwar youth “tend to confine their social trust to a very small circle of friends and family members and to prefer living in communal enclaves,” even though they mix with people from other backgrounds in their daily lives. The maintenance of the collective, Yassin writes, is paramount in their choices and in the structure of their enclaves.

This emphasis on the collective identity has a contemporary resonance to it: this is not about security concerns in wartime, but communities living side by side in peacetime yet choosing to live parallel lives in the name of identity preservation.

These conceptions represent a radically different form of sectarian antagonism than that of the feudal era. Much like in the rest of the Middle East, the idea of sectarian frictions representing historically continuous “ancient hatreds” is an ahistorical myth that obscures their nature as primarily manifestations of political conflict and, increasingly, cultural anxiety. In fact, Lebanon’s communalist system was itself a product of an imaginative adaptation of the politics of modernity for the Lebanese context, initially designed to secure Maronite hegemony and the acquiescence of the other groups. As I argued above, Lebanon represented more of a precursor of multicultural politics in the West than a “feudal” form of politics, as a common media misconception runs. Lebanon is not unique in that sense: the British designed similar representational tactics in India, for example, to guarantee minority representation. Likewise, the Lebanese system owes much to French orchestration.

It may seem strange that France helped implement such a system, considering French universalist principles and fondness for laïcité (French secularism). The fact that France orchestrated a decidedly unsecular political system in Lebanon would seem to reveal its hypocrisy—and undermine the very essence of universalism. Such observations are often made by the Left, claiming that universalism was a ruse to mask colonial domination. But as Chibber argues forcefully in his 2014 book Postcolonial Theory and the Specter of Capital, this conflation of Enlightenment ideals and colonial practices betrays a lack of understanding of the historic development and link between capitalism and liberalism in the West. The presumption was that political freedoms and rights were not handed out by an idealistic elite but had to be fought for by movements from below. It was not the elites who were driven by the idealistic vision of Enlightenment principles to emancipate. Rather, the organized working classes forcefully secured those rights, guided by those same Enlightenment principles: freedom, equality, self-determination, and the entire lexicon of currently unfashionable terminology.

The colonial elites who refused to grant those rights to the poor in Europe were not likely to hand them out to their colonial subjects, as Chibber observes. But colonial subjects still sought those rights. As C. L. R. James illustrates in The Black Jacobins, it was the Haitians, not their colonial masters, who liberated themselves from slavery and were guided by the Enlightenment principles. The ideals of the French Revolution “meant far more to them than to any Frenchman.” That the French in Lebanon weren’t in the business of exporting laïcité and universalist principles should not be surprising. In fact, the French in Lebanon and the British in India have had more in common with the anti-universalist/culturalist position than with the Enlightenment and its thinkers. Both seemed to agree, for example, that the “East” should not aspire to the same forms of liberal democracy that historically emerged in the West.

Middle Eastern Exceptionalism

Since the beginning of the Arab uprisings in 2010, a recurrent theme in response to the eruption of the mass protests has been to question the feasibility of the idea of democracy in the context of the Middle East and North Africa. As early as
argues, many of the assumptions that postcolonial theorists make about the “specificity of the East” are themselves reminiscent of old Orientalist tropes about the “backward East.”

Thus, when it came to the Arab uprisings, protests that began with explicit demands for democracy, freedom, bread—universalist demands, one would say—were discussed, in the examples I cite above, in heavily anthropologized language and framing. These sorts of headlines about the prospects of democracy in the Middle East and North Africa or the Arab world were accompanied by similar thoughts about the relationship between Islam and democracy, such as “Is Islam Compatible with Democracy?”

These questions were sometimes met with outrage on social media and in critical responses, but the intellectual foundations for this anthropological stance had been constructed over decades by both the Left and the Right, in no small measure due to the deliberate dismantling of the Enlightenment legacy, the undermining of its universalist foundations, and the dilution of the language of political economy.

As I illustrate later in this report, those questions were also being asked by Muslim thinkers.

The exhaustion of “universalist” political parties and ideas in the region has had another impact that has been accentuated since the start of the Arab uprisings in 2010. Today, the only sides claiming to represent an inclusive universalist approach are authoritarian governments like those of Syria and Egypt. Those regimes’ claims may not hold up to close scrutiny, but at the rhetorical level they continue to represent tools for legitimacy for rulers in both countries, as they portray themselves as protectors of minorities and opponents of sectarianism. While these claims are regularly dismissed by some observers, they do play an important role as a means for positioning those countries as leading the fight against jihadism.

The nature of global and regional political alliances in the Middle East is being reshaped along this narrative, for example when it comes to the role that Russia has played in the Syrian war, capitalizing in no small part on the shock of the emergence of the Islamic State and the threat it represented. Both Russian and Syrian officials have stressed the narrative that Russia’s involvement is in defense of secularism against...
jihadist extremism. As historian and analyst Fiona Hill writes, “in Putin’s view... Syria is the latest battleground in a global, multi-decade struggle between secular states and Sunni Islamism, which first began in Afghanistan with the Taliban, then moved to Chechnya, and has torn a number of Arab countries apart.”

Parallel to this development, the idea of secularism has come under attack in a manner that gained significant traction throughout the Arab uprisings, building up on its apparent failure in the years that followed independence in countries like Tunisia, Syria, and Iraq, and culminating in the reaction against the outright violent repression of the uprisings at the hands of regimes that claimed to be secular. Incomplete and badly implemented as this form of state-led secularism was, it was also, as noted above, a key rhetorical claim for many regimes in the region. As the uprisings rapidly started to gain a clear religiously driven form, it allowed regimes to represent the conflicts that followed the uprisings as a clash between Islamism and secularism.

Joseph Daher has documented these fissures in the context of Syria within the ranks of the opposition, focusing on the hostility between Islamists and secularists and the attacks by the former on the secularists’ contribution to the uprising. According to Daher, such attacks focused on the alleged secularist antagonism toward Muslims, attempting to represent secularism as a form of apostasy and its advocates as foreign tools who didn’t play a significant role in the uprising.

Daher focuses on the Islamist nature of the attacks and critiques of secularism, but looking outside of Syria, there are much wider critiques of secularism and from varying ideological positions that are influential today, such as in academia. The scholar Daniel Colucciello Barber sums up some of the strands of this criticism. “Religion has not disappeared,” he writes. “If anything, religion has become more visible. Consequently, the academy finds itself talking less about the advance of secularization, and more about the so-called ‘return of religion.’ And with that return, the secular has come under critique. Once taken as the inevitable product of history, secularization is now being questioned from multiple angles and schools of thought.”

Here again there is a sense that the Right and the Left have converged to undermine secularism, though they started from different positions. In the United States for example, the Right led the attack on secularism partially due to the growing political strength of the evangelical movement. Some left-leaning thinkers legitimized Islamists by consequence of this position, arguing that they represent authentic and anti-imperialist tendencies. Meanwhile, thinkers of the (largely postcolonial) Left were questioning the validity of secularism in the Global South, or in the Arab and Islamic contexts.

For instance, the late Saba Mahmood, in her book Religious Difference in a Secular Age: The Minority Report, took the view that the plight of Egyptian Copts was caused by Egypt’s political secularism, not just in terms of its practice but as an innate characteristic of secularism regardless of context. Mahmood introduced her book with the following:

While Islamic concepts and practices are crucial to the production of this inequality, I argue that the modern state and its political rationality have played a far more decisive role in transforming preexisting religious differences, producing new forms of communal polarization, and making religion more rather than less salient to minority and majority identities alike. Furthermore, I suggest that insomuch as secularism is characterized by a globally shared form of national-political structuration, the regulation of religious difference takes a modular form across geographical boundaries. Two paradoxical features of this secular political rationality are particularly germane. First, its claim to religious neutrality notwithstanding, the modern state has become involved in the regulation and management of religious life to an unprecedented degree, thereby embroiling the state in substantive issues of religious doctrine and practice. Second, despite the commitment to levelling religious differences in the political sphere, modern secular governance transforms—and in
some respects intensifies—preexisting interfaith inequalities, allowing them to flourish in society, and hence for religion to striate national identity and public norms.\textsuperscript{53}

Mahmood’s conclusions are an extension of the postcolonial antagonism toward universalist ideals, much as we have seen with subalternists’ position with regard to democracy. Her work has been influential in mounting the intellectual challenge to the idea of secularism. It’s not an exaggeration to say that she was one of the leading voices against what she herself described as the “old idea” that secularism means the separation of church and state.\textsuperscript{54} But, much like the wider postcolonial attitude to universalist concepts, it is based on dubious representations of the workings of secularism.\textsuperscript{55} In her review of Mahmood’s book, the Palestinian-American scholar Lama Abu-Odeh picks up this point about the anti-universalist impulse. “Mahmood makes much of the tainted origins and the bad company that ‘political secularism’ had historically kept,” writes Abu-Odeh. “As the recipients of secularism gave no proper ‘consent,’ and even worse, something precious was lost in the process, namely, ‘religious difference,’ this secularism became irredeemably tainted for Mahmood. Its globalism was imperialism simpliciter.”\textsuperscript{56}

Mahmood’s argument rests on accepting the Egyptian state’s claims about upholding secularism, ignoring the historical instrumentalization of religion by the very same state for explicit political aims, as Michael Wahid Hanna has illustrated.\textsuperscript{57} To take the claim that the Egyptian state is secular in any meaningful sense requires enthusiastic credulity. The Egyptian state’s instrumentalization of religion wasn’t and isn’t a manifestation of the secular state’s abstract impulse to regulate religion. On the contrary, it was the product of an explicit political project to shore up its legitimacy at the expense of secularism. That this is manifestly contrary to secularist principles can only be overlooked by an ideologically motivated impulse to discredit secularism.

This conflict between ideals framed in universalist terms and “local” alternatives manifested itself in the programs of the Syrian opposition. As Daher notes, the concept of “secularism” has become so discredited in some circles that “the term ‘civil state’ has been increasingly used by both secular … and Islamic fundamentalist groups.” These groups, Daher writes, “argue that this concept of civil statehood based on citizenship is less controversial for members of the society, while also incorporating the same principles of a secular state with no discrimination based on sect or gender.” But such groups are unable to get specific when it comes to dealing with sharia and personal status laws.\textsuperscript{58} As such, these programs represented a compromise by the liberal and leftist elements in the Syrian opposition in favor of the Islamist forces, particularly when it came to the role of religion in the constitution, the position of minorities, and women’s rights. Ultimately, this hurt the Syrian opposition’s chances of presenting a convincing substitute to the regime.\textsuperscript{59}

Beyond opportunism, the waning appeal of universalism also explains the concessions made by seasoned liberal and communist Syrian dissidents, largely to accommodate the Islamist viewpoint. There is a definite intellectual shift that makes such accommodations palatable, and much of it is due to the ascendancy of culturalism. Again, the question of identity here is central, broadly affecting the nature of politics and social struggles, and weakening larger ideological platforms in the process. The accommodations made by both leftist and liberal movements to identity-based and culturalist demands are eroding their credibility. Moreover, if politics is to be perceived as a clash of identities, then the obvious conclusion is to rally around group identity, a conclusion that many across the Middle East have arrived at. The immediate effect of this is that liberal organizations and movements appear alien, as their support wanes in favor of communalist and ethnic groups.

**The Islamic awakening**

In all of this, there is a sense, as many writers have identified before, that this historical moment represents a failure of modernity as it was understood during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in its political, social, and cultural forms. I am of the view that this failure is a failure to modernize political arrangements and social relationships in a manner that ushers in equality and political and social freedoms and rights. There is nothing unique to the Middle East and North
Africa in this lag between capitalist development and social and political progress; indeed most, if not all, societies have experienced this lag. This setback is largely responsible for the major cultural and political shifts in the Middle East and North Africa over the past few decades, but crucially this failure is part of a historic process that is still developing. The resurgence of the Islamic identity is perhaps the most obvious manifestation of this transformation. This is not to say that there is something inherently contradictory between modernity and Islam, but rather that, starting in the 1970s, the revival of a social and political Islamic identity, known as “the Islamic awakening,” was an outcome of the failure of the social and political forms associated with modernity (secular parties, nationalism, and the state).

Significantly, this revival occurred at a moment when it seemed that leftist and liberal parties and movements had failed to deliver on their promises in the Middle East and North Africa. Islamism gained ascendancy to fill the void left by their defeat. Examples of the revival of a social and political Islamic identity include the rapid rise of Hezbollah in Lebanon, that of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and other Arab countries, the rise of Hamas in Palestine, and above all the Iranian Revolution and its huge impact on its neighbors and the entire Middle East and North Africa.

The reaction to modernity’s faltering is certainly not limited to Muslim societies. In fact, modernity has been accompanied by such internal tensions since its beginning and its evolution was far from a linear and parallel progression. Economic modernization and capitalist development could coexist with authoritarian states; they didn’t lead to secularization everywhere; and social liberalization didn’t go hand in hand with democratization. On the philosophical level, thinkers have been debating whether the violent ruptures that modernity creates with tradition are capable of sustaining a fulfilling sense of meaning for individuals and social groups. The question has certainly intensified during the last few decades. The resurgence of the Islamic identity, and subsequently that of other, minority identities within the Middle East, certainly seem to be one part of a global story of tension between modernity and a romantic view of tradition. However, the rise of the Islamic identity is not only the result of these tensions. Rather, it has occurred within a specific social and political context defined by authoritarian rule and failing secular movements that have given the contemporary Islamic identity’s rise a political and sometimes militant dimension.

There are multiple other, and competing, explanations for the Islamic awakening and the rise of Islamism. Some have proposed that this Islamic resurgence is, at least partly, due to the fact that Islam itself is different from other religions and particularly Christianity, and that the separation of religion and politics is impossible in Islam. This fits within a broader framework of how the identity construct operates and how the culturalist frame is applied to Muslims.

For example, Shadi Hamid has developed a thesis of “Islamic exceptionalism,” which he described in an *Atlantic* article that was later expanded into a book. The thesis follows a widely articulated Islamist argument about the place of religious law within Islam. For example, the influential Egyptian religious cleric Youssef Qardawi argues, “it is to be noted that Islam, being God’s final message to humanity, is a comprehensive system dealing with all spheres of life; it is a state and a religion, or government and a nation; it is a morality and power, or mercy and justice; it is a culture and a law or knowledge and jurisprudence; it is material and wealth, or gain and prosperity; it is jihad and a call, or army and a cause, and finally, it is true belief and worship.”

Hamid’s thesis rests on this aspect that he says is unique to Islam. “Islam is distinctive in how it relates to politics—and this distinctiveness can be traced back to the religion’s founding moment in the seventh century,” he writes. “Islam is different... ‘Islamic Exceptionalism’ is neither good nor bad. It just is.”

He continues: “Because of this exceptionalism, a Middle Eastern replay of the Western model—Reformation followed by an Enlightenment in which religion is gradually
pushed into the private realm—is unlikely. That Islam—a completely different religion with a completely different founding and evolution—should follow a course similar to that of Christianity is itself an odd presumption.”

Many contemporary culturalist dismissals of universalist models often construct a similar reasoning: they formulate a linear, idealized view of historical progress in the West: for example, the Reformation, followed by Enlightenment, followed by secularization; or, in the case of the subalternists: capitalist development, followed by bourgeois hegemony, followed by democratization and rights. They then argue for its limited applicability outside of the West based on cultural divergence. The trouble with these formulations, invariably, is that they are historical myths that misconstrue the processes at work in the West, and base their rejection of it on this mythical linear diagram.

In Hamid’s formulation, secularization in the West appears as a historic unfurling that occurs within Christianity as a natural evolution enabled by theological underpinnings. Its real history tells of confrontations with religion, often violent (e.g., the French Revolution), and of backward and forward movement that extends to our present day (e.g., the culture wars in the United States as an expression of the inability to resolve issues at the intersection of religion and public life). Secularization is far from a linear process. One has to account for figures like Francisco Franco with his anti-secularism and use of Catholicism in the very recent history of Western Europe. Put differently, the instrumentalization of religion for political purposes is not an exclusively Islamic or Middle Eastern phenomenon, nor should it be seen as a matter of historic inevitability.

There is a self-referential aspect to Hamid’s exceptionalism thesis, and the Islamist position broadly, to which the French political scientist Olivier Roy has alluded in his work. Roy is a leading scholar of political Islam in the Middle East and Central Asia. He has taken a view at odds with many other experts in attributing radical Islam to peripheral Westernized forms rather than to impulses intrinsic to Islam as a religion and a community. “To reduce all the problems of the contemporary Muslim world ... to the residual effects of Islamic culture seems to me tautological,” he writes. This “political imagination ... conceals all that is rupture and history: the importation of new types of states, the birth of new social classes, and the advent of contemporary ideologies.”

In other words, one must account for the history of modernity. In Hamid’s characterization, the notion “of returning to the unblemished purity of Islam’s founding,” which was novel in the late nineteenth century, was a response to pressures that were brought about by modernity, including the rejection of religious foundations by secularists. But this is far from evidence of an inherent tendency within Islam—it is, instead, a response among a section of Muslims to what appeared as overwhelming circumstances.

That response, Roy points out, is itself a product of modernity. “It is not that the Middle Ages are invading our modern world, but rather that modernity itself produces its own forms of protest,” he writes.

Hamid sees modern Islamist movements as part of an inevitable effort to reconcile Islam with its necessary political expression. But rather than being an expression of an authentic, historically continuous Islamic impulse, modern Islamism is very much a modern invention. Contemporary Islamism, likewise, is a product of our present-day conditions, as Malik interprets Roy: “What [Roy] means is that contemporary Islamic radicalism, far from being an expression of ancient theological beliefs, is really a reaction to new political and social changes: the loss of a sense of belonging in a fragmented society, the blurring of traditional moral lines, the increasing disenchantment with politics and politicians, the growing erosion of the distinction between our private lives and our public lives.”

Syrian writer Yassin al-Haj Saleh is critical of the exceptionalism thesis and its analytical and political implications. He also sees a link between political forms and intellectual trends. He writes that, in media and academic research, Muslims are being excluded “from the universal validity of the humanities.” Muslims’ actions and conditions are instead explained “through their religious beliefs, through
a spirit of their own which distinguishes them from others, one known as Islam.” Ironically, Islamists have supported this view with “their claims of a non-transformable particularity of Islam and Muslims.”71

The Islamic awakening occurred in a contentious global context. Muslim identity, due to a number of factors (mass Muslim migration to Western countries, the War on Terror, the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq), found itself in the global spotlight and became fiercely contested and politicized in a relatively short period of time. The nature of this contestation has defined the way Muslim identity is shaped and discussed in a manner that has had its impact both in the West and within the Middle East. Furthermore, it has affected the way other (minority) identities in the Middle East are defined in relation to that “dominant” identity, that of Sunni Islam. This tension, which has historic roots in the region, now acquires a new dimension that will shape the debate on how we can move toward democratic and inclusive societies in the region.

That secularization hasn’t really gained traction within the Middle East and North Africa isn’t a controversial statement. Even countries that lay different claims to secularism, such as Syria and Tunisia, in effect had limitations on the religion of the head of the state and other areas of legislation.72 The question when it comes to the discussion in this report is whether the separation of religion and state was an incomplete historic process that would have eventually developed over time, or whether such a separation is fundamentally incompatible with Islam and therefore has no place in Muslim-majority societies. The pertinence of this question is in highlighting whether secularism and universalist politics stand a chance of achieving political change in the region.

There are two common responses put forward in response to the Middle East and North Africa’s difficulty with the separation of religion and the state. Both explanations are problematic. On the one hand, there are those like Hamid who insist on the incompatibility of secularism with Islam because of its religious and theological specificity. This argument tends to largely ignore the consequences of the inability to implement secularization for countries such as Egypt, Syria, and Iraq, with significant minorities who remain at an inferior legal citizenship status and are denied religious freedoms as long as secularism is regarded as impossible.

Secondly, there are those who emphasize “reforming” Islam as a path to allow it to be more compatible with modern political systems.73 This is a misplaced effort. While the contest over what Islam means can and will continue indefinitely at a theological and social level, the urgent political task is prescribing the limits of Islam within the state, primarily as a political rather than a religious mission.

The Muslim Identity as a Special Case

The debate over the Islamic awakening is occurring in a global context in which Muslim identity is being interrogated in response to issues ranging from terrorism to the integration of Muslim minorities in the West. This creates a unique set of pressures, as any attempt to alter the way Islam fits within society could be perceived as yet another assault on Islam itself. Paradoxically, the convergence of the Right’s demonization of Islam in its War on Terror rhetoric and the Left’s reaction to that demonization has resulted in the establishment of Muslim culture and identity as the operative factors in this global set of relationships at the intersection of foreign policy, terrorism, and migration. While Huntington’s “clash of civilizations” thesis sought to identify Islam as a perpetual enemy of the West because of fundamentally different cultural outlooks (shaped by a violent history), some of the attempts to champion Muslims also reinforce this idea of civilizational and cultural divides.74 In some respects, they also echo Islamist claims about a transcendent Muslim identity, thus mirroring the Islamist instrumentalization of Islam.

Some on the Left have contributed to the perception that the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq (and the broader context of the War on Terror) was a conflict between the West and Islam. For example, the Stop the War coalition, a British group, declared on its website: “In the last 25 years Britain and other Western powers have conducted invasions and major military interventions against a series of Muslim countries from Afghanistan and Iraq to Libya, Pakistan, Somalia,
Beyond the specifics of his civilizational model, Huntington was aiming to discredit the idea of the universality of Western values and political systems, and by consequence the idea of universalism itself. Traditionally, the anti-imperialist Left would have articulated its position on such matters in the language of universalism. There was a notion of holding the West to account for its declared values, which were inconsistent with its actions across the Global South (for example, the United States in Vietnam or France in Algeria.) The shift to this cultural paradigm is pushing some on the Left away from the universalist assumptions that historically governed the parameters of solidarity, in some instances creating the sense of progressive Westerners as the guardians and defenders of victimized Muslims.

This shift in framing reveals the desire to repackage multiple causes and conflicts, from the War on Terror to Palestine, from Afghanistan to the Uyghurs, from Kashmir to the Rohingya, under one category. Paradoxically, it is this framing itself that buttresses the claims of cultural peculiarity, as it elevates the Muslim commonality above the contextual and geopolitical factors.

It is this attitude in particular, which now touches every aspect of the intersection of Islam and Muslims with the West, that has become especially counterproductive and is contributing to the perception of Muslim identity as a special case that needs to be handled with extra care. Examples like the outcry over the Charlie Hebdo cartoons and some of the reactions to the murders of its staff have illustrated how there is now a desire on the Left to shield Islam itself in a manner that would not be expected with other religions. Rather than positively contributing to the discussions around Islam, this increases the sense that Islam is exceptional and, by consequence, at odds with the rest of the world. Countering real assaults on Muslims with this form of manufactured essentialism is problematizing the place of Islam within Western societies and subjecting it to emergency measures that end up alienating it.

Reclaiming Universalism
There are, then, both internal and external factors that are contributing to the sense that Islam is “exceptional” and that the development of Muslim-majority societies therefore must not aspire to the same kind of arrangements that emerged in the West and spread to other parts of the world. For both sets of reasons, the role of Islam has been accentuated at the expense of other factors. Its supremacy over other identity markers in an era in which identity plays a pivotal role creates deep problems for how it coexists with other groups, both within and outside the Middle East and North Africa. And when it comes to exploring the path to more tolerant and democratic societies in the region, the relationship with Islam is pivotal. It not only determines the situation of ethnic and religious minorities, but also social minorities and secular Muslims who might not identify with Islam, or identify with it to varying degrees. The notion of citizenship itself remains problematic as long as this religious dimension remains active in the constitution of public life and organization of the state.

The Islamic State casts a long shadow over this discussion, even in its retreat. The Yazidi genocide and the attacks on Kurds, Shia, Druze, Christians, and “apostate” Sunnis all left scars that may never heal, but which nonetheless require urgent attention. To many minorities, their survival now may necessitate unsavory choices. At the same time, another consequence of the Islamic State’s rise has been to make minorities’ identities acquire a renewed, existential, meaning. This is embodied by the rise of various militias as community defense groups in the face of the Islamic State attacks that targeted them because of who they are. Some of these militias form parts of political movements that are seeking autonomy. Another path must be found, one that leads not to more fragmentation, but to the reemergence of pluralistic and democratic societies. Nobody expects such a reemergence to happen immediately, but facilitating it requires the creation of larger groupings that are defined by political outlook more than by narrow identities. There are glimpses of hope in the 2015–18 protests in Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq that might in time develop into full-fledged national movements.

And there are examples from history as well that illustrate both that identity-based politics isn’t the default for the region and that cross-sectarian, universalist movements can thrive even under conditions of oppression. Hanna Batatu’s seminal 1978 study, *The Old Social Classes and the Revolutionary Movements of Iraq*, illustrates the demographic constitution of the Iraqi Communist Party and its wide reach within Iraqi society. At the peak of its power, it was able to bring hundreds of thousands to the streets and led the 1948 uprising, known as Al-Wathbah, against the British. The diversity of the party was researched meticulously by Batatu, revealing how it brought together Sunnis, Shia, Kurds, Christians, and Jews. The party also had a wide class base, and was particularly adept at mobilization. Given this history, universalism in the Middle Eastern context is not a novelty.

In an earlier episode, the Syrian Constitution of 1920 represents another example of universalist politics, though of a different, broadly liberal flavor. It also provides a historical glimpse into the nature of the political and intellectual debates in the region a mere century ago, before the abolition of the last caliphate. As Elizabeth F. Thompson describes it, “the 1920 Syrian-Arab constitution was the most secular and democratic to date in the Middle East.” The constitution guaranteed equality under the law regardless of religion. It did not mention Islam as a source of legislation.86

Thompson’s account of the constitutional congress (known as the Syrian Arab Congress), expanded in a forthcoming book, portrays the Arab struggle to be admitted to a universality that Arabs had so far been excluded from. It also tells the story of the debates and deliberations between the liberal, traditionalist, and Islamist wings of the Congress, which were representative of the wider population and how they arrived at a document which, according to Thompson, remains exemplary within the Arab context. The fate of the constitution was sealed as the French tanks rolled into Damascus to enforce the Mandate for Syria, dealing a blow to the Syrians’ aspirations and firmly excluding them from this desired universality. Still, the history of the Syrian Arab Congress shows liberalism was not just of interest to elites, but that “lower-class populists also embraced liberal forms of government.”87

These twentieth-century examples illustrate the recent
history of universalist politics in the region, as well as the role of European countries in frustrating universalist movements to maintain their colonial control. Britain played a significant role in the defeat of the communist-led uprisings in Iraq, and the French ultimately put an end to the Syrian constitution and the experiment in democracy by occupying Syria under the pretext of the Mandate. Far from spreading universalist values, they worked to undermine them and stir tensions and fragmentation. The Lebanese experience has shown that while a country designed as a federation of religious sects can acquire resilience and longevity, it would also be dysfunctional and prone to periodic crises. And it is Lebanon itself that embodied, from its inception, an obsession with identity in its politics in a way that perhaps was prescient of a more global development. Lebanon’s own attempt at a secular revolution was short-lived, quickly giving way to sectarian fragmentation that defined the nature of its civil war. Yet prior to the start of the war, there was a significant cross-sectarian alliance active in fighting for social and political causes. One of the legacies of this history is the persistence of the idea of the secular state as an ideal in the Lebanese political imagination, perhaps a rarity in the region.

Despite Lebanon’s chronic problems, it is precisely its form of fragmented polity that is being pursued across the globe, in reaction to universalism’s apparent failure and its inability and unwillingness to accommodate diversity. Worryingly, as mentioned, Iraq’s politics were remodeled to resemble those of Lebanon’s consociational and political model. And there are various calls to consider similar arrangements in Syria. The struggle of the secular vision against the hegemony of the “federation of sects” will continue to inspire movements, but the secular vision’s lack of success so far should be a warning about the power of identity-based politics. The revival of universalist ideals is an urgent task today.

This policy report is part of “Citizenship and Its Discontents: The Struggle for Rights, Pluralism, and Inclusion in the Middle East,” a TCF project supported by the Henry Luce Foundation.

Karl Sharro is a Lebanese-Iraqi-British architect and satirist.
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